The systems analyst and the user are not independent entities; each depends on the other. When communication problems get in their way, however, the relationship can turn adversary.
INTRODUCTION
Let's get right to the point. This is about structured analysis, and structured analysis is primarily concerned with a new kind of functional specification, the structured specification.
Procedures are usually documented by a text narrative.
Such descriptions have the characteristics of the classical functional specifications we analysts have been producing for the last 20 years.
(The functional specification describes automated procedures.)
Procedural text of a functional specification plunges immediately into the details of the early assembly steps, while the structured variant tries to present the big picture first, with the intention of working smoothly from abstract to detailed.
The oldfashioned approach is one-dimensional), and the structured variant is multidimensional.
What is Analysis?
Analysis is the study of a problem, prior to taking some action.
In the specific domain of computer systems development, analysis refers to the study of some business area or application, usually leading to the specification of a new system.
The action we're going to be taking later on is the implementation of that system.
The most important product of systems analysisof the analysis phase of the llfe cycle -is the specification document.
Different organizations have different terms for this document: functional specification, external specification, design specification, memo of rationale, requirements document.
In order to avoid the slightly different connotations that these names carry, I would like to introduce a new term here:
the target document. The target document establishes the goals for the rest of the project.
It says what the project will have to deliver in order to be considered a success.
The target document is the principal product of analysis.
Successful completion of the analysis phase involves all of the following:
Selecting an optimal target. Producing detailed documentation of that target in such a manner that subsequent implementation can be evaluation to see whether the target has been attained.
Producing accurate predictions of the important parameters associated with the target, including costs, benefits, schedules and performance characteristics.
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Obtaining concurrence on each of the items above from each of the affected parties.
In carrying out this work, the analyst undertakes an incredibly large and diverse set of tasks.
At the very minimum, analysts are responsible for user liaison, specification, cost-benefit study, feasibility analysis and estimating.
We'll cover each of these in turn, but first an observation about some characteristics that are common to all the analyst's activities.
Most of us come to analysis by way of the implementation disciplines -design, programming and debugging.
The reason for this is largely historical.
In the past, the business areas being automated were the simpler ones, and the users were rather unsophisticated; it was more realistic to train computer people to understand the application than to train users to understand DP technology.
What is Analysis? (Cont'd)
As we come to automate more and more complex areas and as our users (as a result of prevalent computer training) come to be more literate in automation technologies, this trend is reversing.
For the moment, however, I'm sure you'll agree with me that most computer systems analysts are first of all computer people.
That being the case, consider this observation:
Whatever analysis is, it certainly is not very similar to the work of designing, programming and debugging computer systems.
Those kinds of activities have the following characteristics:
=The work is reasonably straightforward. Software sciences are relatively new and therefore not as highly specialized as more developed fields like medicine and physics.
°The interpersonal relationships are not very complicated nor are there very many of them. I consider the business of building computer systems and gettingthem to run a rather friendly activity, known for easy relationships.
=The work is very definite.
A piece of code, for instance, is either right or wrong. When it's wrong, it lets you know in no uncertain terms by kicking and screaming and holding its breath, acting in obviously abnormal ways. =The work is satisfying.
A positive glow emanates from the programmer who has just found and routed out a bug. A friend of mine who is a doctor told me, after observing programmers in the debugging phase of a project, that most of them seemed "high as kites" much of the time. I think he was talking about the obvious satisfaction programmers take in their work.
°The implementation disciplines are straightforward, friendly, definite and satisfying. Analysis is none of these things.
A~a:
=It certainly isn't easy. Negotiating a complex target document with a whole community of heterogeneous and conflicting users and getting them all to agree is a gargantuan task.
In the largest systems for the most convoluted organizations, the diplomatic skills that the analyst must bring to bear are comparable to the skills of a statesman.
°The interpersonal relationships of analysis, particularly those involving users, are complicated, sometimes even hostile.
°There is nothing definite about analysis. It is not even obvious when the analysis phase is done.
For want of better termination criteria, the analysis phase is often considered to be over when the time allocated for it is up. °Largely because it is so indefinite, analysis is not very satisfying.
In the most complicated systems, there are so many compromises to be made that no one is ever completely happy with the result.
Frequently, the various parties involved in the negotiation of a target documentation are so rankled by their own concessions that they lose track of what a spectacular feat the analyst has achieved by getting them to agree at all.
So analysis is frustrating, full of complex interpersonal relationships, indefinite and difficult.
In a word, it is fascinating. Once you're hooked, the old easy pleasures of system building are never again enough to satisfy you.
The User Liaison
In the past 20 years our business community saw a rash of conglomeration in which hugh corporate monoliths swallowed up smaller companies and tried to digest them. As part of this movement, many centralized computer systems were installed with an aim toward gathering up the reins of management, and thus allowing the conglomerate's directors to run the whole show.
If you were an analyst on one of these large management information systems (MIS) projects, you got to see the user-analyst relationship at its very worst.
Users were dead set against their functions being conglomerated, and of course that's just what the MIS were trying to do.
The philosophy was that an adversary relationship between the analyst and the user could be very productive, that analysts could go in, as the representatives of upper management, and force the users to participate and comply.
Of course the record of such projects was absolutely dismal.
I know of no conglomerate that made significant gains in centralization through a large MIS.
The projects were often complete routs. Many conglomerates are now spinning off their acquisitions and finding it rather simple to do so because so little true conglomeration was ever achieved.
Because of the experience of the past 20 years, the term MIS, today, is likely to provide stifled giggles in a group of computer people.
The lesson is that no system is going to succeed without the active and willing participation of its users.
Users have to be made aware of how the system will work and how they will make use of it. They have to be sold on the system. Their expertise in the business area must be made a key ingredient to system development.
They must be kept aware of progress, and channels must be kept open for them to correct and tune system goals during development.
All of this is the responsibility of the analyst.
He is the users' teacher, translator and advisor.
This intermediary function is the most essential of all the analyst's activities.
The analyst is the middleman between the user, who decides what has to be done, and the development team, which does it. He bridges this gap with a target document.
The business of putting this document together and getting it accepted by all parties is specification.
Since the target document is the analyst's principal output, specification is the most visible of his activities.
If you visit the Royal Naval Museum at Greenwich, England, you will see the results of some of the world's most successful specification efforts, the admiralty models. Before any ship of the line was constructed, a perfect scale model had to be built and approved. The long hours of detail work were more than repaid by the clear understandings that come from studying and handling the models.
The success of the specification process depends on the product, the target document in our case, being able to serve as a model of the new system.
To the extent that it helps you visualize the new system, the target document is the system model.
The study of relative cost and benefits of potential systems is the feedback mechanism used by an analyst to select an optimal target. An accurate and meaningful system model helps the user and the analyst perfect their vision of the new system and refine their estimates of its costs and benefits.
It is pointless to specify a system which defies successful implementation. Feasibility analysis refers to the continual testing process the analyst must go through to be sure that the system he is specifying can be implemented within a set of given constraints.
Feasibility analysis is more akin to design than to the other analysis phase activities, since it involves building tentative physical models of the system and evaluating them for ease of implementation.
Again, structured analysis does not prescribe new procedures for this activity.
But its modeling tools will have some positive effect.
ESTIMATION PROCEDURE
Since analysis deals so heavily with a system which exists only on paper, it involves a large amount of estimating.
The analyst is forever being called upon to estimate cost or duration of future activities, CPU load factors, core and disk extents, manpower allocation ... almost anything.
I have never heard of a project's success being credited to the fine estimates an analyst made, but the converse is frequently true-poor estimates often lead to a project's downfall and, in such cases, the analyst usually receives full credit.
Estimating is rather different from the other required analysis skills:
Nobody is an expert estimator.
You can't even take a course~in estimating, because nobody is willing to set himself up as enough of an authority on the subject to teach it. °We don't build our estimating skills, because we don't collect any data about our past results.
A~ the end of a project we rarely go back and carry out a thorough postmortem to see how the project proceeded.
How many times have you seen project performance statistics published and compared with the original estimates?
In my experience, this is done only in the very rare instance of a project that finishes precisely on time and on budget.
In most cases, the original schedule has long since vanished from the record and will never be seen again.
°None of this matters as much as it ought to anyway since most things we call "estimates" in computer system project are not estimates at all. When your manager asks you to come up with a schedule showing project completion no later than June 1 and using no more than six people, you're not doing any real estimating.
You are simply dividing up the time as best as you can among the phases.
An he probably didn't estimate either; chances are his dates and manpower loading were derived from budgetary figures, which were themselves based upon nothing more than wishful thinking.
DEFENSE NATURE OF ANALYSIS
In addition to the analysis phase activities presented above, there are many others; the analyst is often a project utility infielder, called upon to perform any number of odd jobs. As the project wears on, his roles may change. But the major activities are use[ liaison, specification, cost-benefit and feasibility analyses and estimating.
In setting about these activities, the analyst should be guided by a rule which seems to apply almost universally:
The overriding concern of analysis is not to achieve success, but to avoid failure.
Analysis is essentially a defensive business. This melancholy observation stems from the fact that the great flaming failures of the past have inevitably been attributable to analysis phase flaws. When a system goes disastrously wrong, it is the analyst's fault. When a system succeeds, the credit must be apportioned among many participants, but failure (at least the most dramatic kind) belongs completely to the analyst.
If you think of a system project that was a true rout -years late, or orders of magnitude over budget, or totally unacceptable to the user, or utterly impossible to maintain -it almost certainly was an analysis phase problem that did the system in.
Computer system analysis is like child-rearing; you can do grievous damage, but you cannot ensure Success.
USER-ANALYST RELATIONSHIP
Since structured analysis introduces some changes into the user-analyst relationship, I think it is important to begin by examining this relationship in the classical environment. We need to look at the user's role, the analyst's role and the division of responsibility between them.
First of all, there is rarely just one user. In fact, the term "user" refers to at least three rather different roles:
°The hands-on user, the operator of the system.
Taking an on-line banking system as an example, the hands-on users might include tellers and platform officers.
°The responsible user, the one who has direct business responsibility for the procedures being automated by the system.
In the banking example, this might be the branch manger.
°The system owner, usually upper management.
In the banking example, this might be the vice-president of banking operations.
Sometimes these roles are combined, but most often they involve distinctly different people. When multiple organizations are involved, you can expect the total number of users to be as many as three times the number of organizations.
The analyst must be responsible for communication with all of the users.
I am continually amazed at how many development teams jeopardize their changes of success by failing to talk to one or more of their users.
Often this takes the form of some person or organization being appointed "user representative." This is done to spare the user the bother of the early system negotiations and to spare the development team the bother of dealing with users.
User representatives would be fine if they also had authority to accept the system. Usually they do not. When it comes to acceptance, they step aside and let the real user come forward. When this happens, nobody has been spared any bother.
WHAT IS AN ANALYST?
The analyst is the principal link between the user area and the implementation effort.
He has to communicate the requirements to the implementors and the details of how requirements are being satisfied back to the users.
He may participate in the actual determination of what gets done.
It is often the analyst who supplies the act of imagination that molds together applications and present-day technology.
And he may participate in the implementation. In doing this, he is assuming the role that an architect takes in guiding the construction of his building.
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While the details may vary from one organization to the next, most analysts are required to be: ° At ease with DP concepts. o At ease with the concepts particular to the business area. o Able to communicate such concepts.
There is something terribly wrong with a useranalyst relationship in which the user specifies such physical details as hardware vendor, software vendor, programming language and standards. Equally upsetting is the user who relies upon the analyst to decide how business ought to be conducted.
What is the line that separates analyst functions from user functions?
I believe the analyst and the user ought to try to communicate across a "logical-physical" boundary which exists in any computer system project.
Logical considerations include answers to the question "What needs to be accomplished?" These fall naturally into the domain of the user.
Physical considerations include answers to the question "How shall we accomplish these things?" These are in the domain of the analyst.
COMMUNICATION PROBLEMS
A long-unsolved problem of choreography is the development of a rigorous notation to describe dance.
Merce Cunningham, commenting on past failures to come up with a useful notation, has observed that the motor centers of the brain are separated from the reading and writing centers. This physical separation in the brain causes communication difficulties.
Communication problems are exacerbated in our case by the lack of a common language between user and analyst.
The things with which we analysts work --specifications, data format descriptions, flowcharts, code, disk and core maps --are totally inappropriate for most users.
The one aspect of the system the user is most comfortable talking about is the set of human procedures that are his interface to the system, typically something we don't get around to discussing in great detail with him until well after analysis, when the user manuals are being written.
Finally, our communication problem is complicated by the fact that what we're describing is usually a system that exists only in our minds. Ther is no model for it.
In our attempts to flesh out a picture of the system, we are inclined to fill in the physical details (CRT screens, report formats and so forth) much too early.
CHANGING NATURE OF REQUIREMENTS
I sometimes think managers are sent to a special school where they are taught to talk about "freezing the specificatioN' at least once a day during the analysis phase.
The idea of freezing the specification is a sublime fiction.
If a project lasts two years, you ought to expect as many legitimate changes (occasioned by changes in the way business is done) to occur during the project as would occur in the first two years after cutover.
In addition to changes of this kind, an equal number of changes may arise from the user's increased understanding of the system. This type of change results from early, inevitable communication failures, failures which ahve since been corrected.
When we freeze a target document, we try to hold off or ignore change.
But the target document is only an approximation of the true project target; therefore, by holding off and ignoring change, we are trying to proceed toward a target without benefit of any feedback.
There are two reasons why managers want to freeze the target document.
First, they want to have a stable target toward which to work; second, an enormous amount of effort is involved in updating a specification.
The first reason is understandable, but the second is ridiculous.
It is unacceptable to write specifications in such a way that they can't be modified.
Ease of modification has to be a requirement of the target document.
CHANGE OF RULES
This represents a change of ground rules for analysis.
In the past, it was expected that the target document would be frozen.
It was a positive advantage that the document was impossible to change since that helped overcome resistance to the freeze.
It was considered normal for an analyst to hold off a change by explaining that implementing it in the target document would require retyping every page.
I even had one analyst tell me that the system, once built, was going to be highly flexible, so it would be easier to put the requested change into the system itself rather than to put it into the specification! Figures collected by GTE, IBM and TRW over a large sample of system changes, some of them incorporated immediately and others deferred, indicate the difference in cost can be staggering. It can cost two orders of magnitude more to implement a change after cutover than it would have cost to implement it during the analysis phase. As a rule of thumb, you should count on a 2:1 cost differential to result from deffering change until a subsequent project phase.
My conclusion from all of this is that we must change our methods; we must begin building target documents that are highly maintainable. In fact, maintainability of the target document is every bit as essential as maintainability of the eventual system. Analysts work with their wits plus paper and pencil.
That's about it. The fact that you are reading this implies you are looking for some tools with which to work.
For the moment, my point is that most analysts don't have any. As an indication of this, consider your ability to evaluate the products of each project phase. You would have little difficulty evaluating a peice of code.
If it were highlyreadable, well submodularized, well commented, conformed to generally accepted programming practice and had no GOT0s, ALTERs or other forms of pathology, you would probably be willing to call it a good piece of code.
Evaluating a design is more difficult, and you would be somewhat less sure of your judgment.
But suppose you were asked to evaluate a target document.
Far from being able to judge its quality, you would probably be hard-pressed to say whether it qualified as a target document at all.
Our inability to evaluate any but the most incompetent efforts is a sign of the lack of analysis phase tools.
Obviously the larger the system, the more complex the analysis.
There is little we can do to limit the size of a system; there are, however, intelligent and unintelligent ways to deal with size.
An intelligent way to deal with size is to partition.
That is exactly what designers do with a system that is too big to deal with conveniently --they break it down into component pieces (modules).
Exactly the same approach is called for in analysis.
The main thing we have to partition is the target document.
We have to stop writing Victorian novel specifications, enormous documents that can only be read from start to finish.
Instead, we have to learn to develop dozens or even hundreds of "mini-specifications."
And we have to organize them in such a way that the pieces can be dealt with selectively.
Beside its unwidely size, the classical target document is subject to further problems. Adding manpower to an analysis team is even more complicated than beefing up the implementation team. The more successful classical analyses are done by very small teams, often only one person.
On rush projects, the analysis phase is sometimes shortchanged since people assume it will take forever, and there is no convenient way to divide it up.
I think it obvious that this, again, is a partitioning problem.
Our failure to come up with an early partitioning of the subject matter (system or business area) means we have no way to divide up the rest of the work.
